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ON HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN PRODUCTS OF MEDIAN
ALGEBRAS

MIGUEL COUCEIRO, STEPHAN FOLDES, AND GERASIMOS C. MELETIOU

Abstract. Homorphisms of products of median algebras are studied with
particular attention to the case when the codomain is a tree. In particular,
we show that all mappings from a product A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ An of median algebras
to a median algebra B are essentially unary whenever the codomain B is a
tree. In view of this result, we also characterize trees as median algebras
and semilattices by relaxing the defining conditions of conservative median
algebras.

1. Introduction

Median algebras have been investigated by several authors in the context of
distributive algebras, semilattices, graphs and hypergraphs and in the framework
of convex and metric spaces (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 14]). A median algebra is a
structure A “ xA,my for a set A and a ternary symmetric operation m : A3 Ñ A,
called median, such that

mpx, x, yq “ x,

mpmpx, y, zq, t, uq “mpx,mpy, t, uq,mpz, t, uqq.

In fact, axiom systems using only 4 variables are also known [2, 12].
It is well known [14] that each element a of a median algebra A gives rise to a

median semilattice xA,ďay where ďa is given by

x ďa y ðñ mpa, x, yq “ x.

In this semilattice a is the bottom element and the associated binary operation,
denoted ^a, is defined by x^ay “mpa, x, yq. As shown in [14], median semilattices
coincide exactly with those ^-semilattices whose principal ideals

Ó x :“ ty P A : y ďa xu

are distributive lattices, and such that for any a, b, c P A, a^ b, b^ c, c^ a have a
supremum whenever each pair of these meets is bounded above. In such a case, we
can define a median operation by

(1.1) mďpx, y, zq “ px^ yq _ px^ zq _ pz ^ yq,

for every x, y, z P A. Moreover, m “ mďa
for every median algebra A “ xA,my,

and every a P A [1]. Similarly, every distributive lattice gives rise to a median
algebra using (1.1) and the converse also holds whenever there are a, b P A such
that mpa, x, bq “ x for every x P A.

Another noteworthy connection is to median graphs, i.e., connected graphs hav-
ing the property that for any three vertices a, b, c, there is exactly one vertex x
which lies on a shortest path between each pair of vertices in ta, b, cu. As shown in
[1], the covering graph (i.e., undirected Hasse diagram) of every median semilattice
whose intervals are finite is a median graph. Conversely, every median graph is the
covering graph of a median semilattice. For further background see, e.g., [2].
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In [8] the authors studied conservative median algebras, i.e., median algebras
that satisfy mpx, y, zq P tx, y, zu, for all x, y, z P A. Apart from the 4-element
Boolean algebra, it was shown that conservative median algebras can be repre-
sented by two lower bounded chains whose least elements are identified (thus, they
can always be regarded as chains). The authors in [8] also provided complete de-
scriptions of median-homomorphisms between conservative median algebras (with
at least 5 elements). We recall the main results of [8] in the two following theorems.

Theorem 1.1 ([8]). Let A and B be two conservative median algebras (thought of
as chains) with at least five elements. A map f : AÑ B is a median homomorphism
if and only if f is monotone (i.e., order-preserving or order-reversing).

This result was then lifted, by making use of dual topological spaces of median
algebras, to median-homomorphisms between products of conservative median al-
gebras. For each positive integer n, we set rns “ t1, . . . , nu.

Theorem 1.2 ([8]). Let A “ C1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆCn and B “ D1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDk be two finite
products of conservative median algebras (thought of as chains). Then f : A Ñ B
is a median homomorphism if and only if there exist σ : rks Ñ rns and monotone
maps fi : Cσpiq Ñ Di for i P rks, such that f “ pfσp1q, . . . , fσpkqq.

In the particular case when k “ 1,

f : C1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆCn Ñ D

is a median homomorphism if and only if there is j P rns and a monotone map
g : Cj Ñ D such that f “ g ˝ πj.

In this paper we generalize in particular these results from [8]. Instead of con-
servative median algebras (thought of as chains) we deal with trees (i.e., acyclic
undirected graphs) when thought of as semilattices: a ^-semilattice (resp. _-
semilattice) is said to be a tree if no pair of incomparable elements have an upper
(resp. lower) bound. As we will see, such median algebras are obtained by re-
laxing the condition of being conservative: we say that a median algebra A is a
p2 : 3q-median semilattice if mpx, y, zq P tx^ y, y ^ z, z ^ xu for all x, y, z P A.

2. Preliminary results

As discussed in Section 1, when there is no danger of ambiguity, we will not
distinguish between median algebras and median semilattices. They will be denoted
by bold roman capital letters A,B, . . ., while their universes will be denoted by
italic roman capital letters A,B, . . .. We will assume that universes of structures
are nonempty, possibly infinite, sets.

Let A “ xA,my be a median algebra and let a, b P A. The convex hull of ta, bu
or the interval from a to b, denoted by ra, bs, is defined by

ra, bs :“ tt P A : t “mpa, t, bqu “ tmpa, t, bq : t P Au.

Proposition 2.1 ([5]). Let A “ xA,my be a median algebra, and consider a, b, c P
A. Then

ra, bs X rb, cs X ra, cs “ tmpa, b, cqu.

Every interval ra, bs in a median algebra can be endowed with a distributive
lattice structure. To this purpose, for a P A recall the binary operation ^a : A2 Ñ A
defined by:

x^a y :“mpa, x, yq, for px, yq P A2.

It is easy to verify that xra, bs,^a,^by is a distributive lattice with a and b as the
least and greatest elements, respectively.

Moreover, we also have a general description of median-preserving mappings
between two median algebras.
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Theorem 2.2. Let A and B be median algebras, and consider a mapping f : AÑ
B. Then the following assertions are equivalent.

piq f is a median-homomorphism.
piiq For all p P A, f : xA,^py Ñ xB,^fppqy is a semilattice-homomorphism.
piiiq For all p P A, f : xA,ďpy Ñ xB,ďfppqy is an order-homomorphism.
pivq For all a, b P A, fpra, bsq Ď rfpaq, fpbqs.

Proof. piq ùñ piiq: Suppose that f is a median-homomorphism and p P A. Then

fpa^p bq “ fpmpp, a, bqq “mpfppq, fpaq, fpbqq “ fpaq ^fppq fpbq.

piiq ùñ piiiq: Straightforward.
piiiq ùñ pivq: Let t P ra, bs. Then a ďa t ďa b, and thus fpaq ďfpaq fptq ďfpaq

fpbq from which it follows that fptq P rfpaq, fpbqs. In other words, fpra, bsq Ď
rfpaq, fpbqs.
pivq ùñ piq: Let a, b, c P A. By Proposition 2.1, we have

tmpa, b, cqu “ ra, bs X rb, cs X rc, as.

By pivq, we then conclude that

fpmpa, b, cqq P rfpaq, fpbqs X rfpbq, fpcqs X rfpcq, fpaqs “ tmpfpaq, fpbq, fpcqqu.

Therefore, fpmpa, b, cqq “mpfpaq, fpbq, fpcqq. �

Corollary 2.3. Let f : A Ñ B be a median homomorphism between two median
algebras A and B. Then, for every a, b P A, f is also a lattice homomorphism from
xra, bs,^a,^by to xrfpaq, fpbqs,^fpaq,^fpbqy.

3. A relaxation of conservativeness: trees as median algebras

In this section we focus on median algebras that are trees. In the particular
case of chains, it was shown that these median algebras are exactly those that are
conservative, i.e.,

mpx, y, zq P tx, y, zu, x, y, z P A.

To characterise median semilattices that are trees, we propose the following
relaxation of conservativeness. We say that a median algebra, thought of as a
median semilattice A “ xA,^y, is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice if for every x, y, z P
A, we have

mpx, y, zq :“ px^ yq _ px^ zq _ pz ^ yq P tx^ y, y ^ z, z ^ xu.

We start with a simple yet useful observation.

Remark 3.1. Let A “ xA,my be a median algebra such that xA,ďcy is a tree for
some (or, equivalently, all) c P A. Then, for all a, b P A, the convex hull ra, bs is a
chain from a to b.

Theorem 3.2. Let A “ xA,my be a median algebra. Then the following assertions
are equivalent.

piq There is p P A such that A “ xA,ďpy is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice.
piiq For all p P A, A “ xA,ďpy is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice.
piiiq There is p P A such that A “ xA,ďpy is a tree.
pivq For all p P A, A “ xA,ďpy is a tree.
pvq For all a, b P A, the bounded distributive lattice xra, bs,^a,^by is a chain.

Proof. piiq ùñ piq: Straightforward.
piq ùñ piiiq: Suppose that A “ xA,ďpy is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice. To

show that it is a tree it suffices to show that for every pair a, b P A with a common
upper bound, we have a ďp b or b ďp a.
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So suppose that c P A is a common upper bound of a and b, that is, mpp, a, cq “ a
and mpp, b, cq “ b. Since A “ xA,ďpy is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice and c is an
upper bound of a and b,

(3.1) mpc, a, bq P tmpp, a, bq, a, bu.

Note that since m is a median,

mpp,mpa, c, bq, aq “mpb,mpa, a, pq,mpc, a, pqq “mpb, a, aq “ a,

and thus a ďp mpc, a, bq. Similarly, we have b ďp mpc, a, bq.
Now, if mpc, a, bq “mpp, a, bq in (3.1), then mpc, a, bq ďp a since mpp, a, bq ďp a.

Hence, a “mpc, a, bq. Similarly, we also have b “mpc, a, bq, and thus a “ b.
If mpc, a, bq “ a in (3.1), then

mpp, a, bq “mpmpc, a, bq, p, bq “mpa,mpc, p, bq,mpb, p, bqq “mpa, b, bq “ b,

and thus b ďp a. Similarly, if mpc, a, bq “ b in (3.1), we conclude that a ďp b.
Since in all possible cases we have that a ďp b or b ďp a, A “ xA,ďpy is a tree.
piiiq ùñ pivq: Straightforward.
pivq ùñ pvq: Let s, t P ra, bs. Thus a ďa s, t ďa b, and s, t have a common

upper bound in xA,ďay. As xA,ďay is a tree, s and t cannot be incomparable, and
hence the interval ra, bs is a chain.
pvq ùñ pivq: Let a, b, p P A and suppose that a and b are incomparable in

A “ xA,ďpy. Note that p ďp a, b.
To obtain a contradiction, suppose that a and b have a common upper bound

d P A, that is, p ďp a, b ďp d. However, by pvq the interval rp, ds is a chain and
thus we must have a ďp b or b ďp a, which constitutes the desired contradiction.
pivq ùñ piiq: Let p P A. As A “ xA,ďpy is a tree, for every a, b, c P A, we have

that a^ b, b^ c and c^ a are pairwise comparable, and thus

mpa, b, cq P ta^ b, b^ c, c^ au.

Hence, A “ xA,ďpy is a p2 : 3q-median semilattice. �

Remark 3.3. As mentioned, conservative median semilattices A are p2 : 3q-median
semilattices, whenever |A| ě 5. Hence, Lemma 3 and Theorem 3 in [8] follow as
corollaries of Theorem 3.2. In fact, the conservative median semilattice t0, 1u2 is
the only “pathological” case.

4. Median-homomorphisms over trees

In [8] the authors presented a study of median-homomorphims of the form

(4.1) f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBk,

in the case where the median algebras A1, . . . ,An and B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Bk are conservative.
In the current paper we seek to generalise the results of [8] to arbitrary median
algebras. To do so, we shall make use of the following general fact in universal
algebra that we briefly recall; for further background see, e.g., [7, 11].

Let A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An and B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Bk be arbitrary algebras of the same type. For
each j P rks, let πj denote the j-th projection on B1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBk, i.e., the mapping

πj : B1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBk Ñ Bj .

Clearly, πj is a homomorphism. Also, for a function

f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBk,

let fj , j P rks, denote the composition

fj “ πj ˝ f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ Bj ,
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so that f “ pf1, . . . , fkq. Then f is a homomorphism if and only if every fj , j P rks,
is a homomorphism.

Hence, in the particular case when A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An and B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Bk are median alge-
bras, the description of median-homomorphisms (4.1) is reduced to the description
of median-homorphisms of the form

(4.2) f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B

from a finite product of median algebras A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An (thought of as median semi-
lattices) to a median algebra B. Now a general characterization of homomorphisms
of the form (4.2) still eludes us, however we can provide explicit descriptions of
such mappings when B is of a special type, namely, when B is a p2 : 3q-semilattice
or, equivalently, when B is a tree.

Theorem 4.1. Let A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An be median algebras and let B be a tree. A mapping
f : A1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAn Ñ B is a median-homomorphism if and only if there is an i P rns
and a median-homomorphism g : Ai Ñ B such that

fpx1, . . . , xnq “ gpxiq, for all px1, . . . , xnq P A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn.

In other words, f is an essentially unary median-homomorphism.

Proof. Clearly, sufficiency holds. To prove necessity we show that f cannot depend
on two different arguments. For the sake of a contradiction suppose that f depends
on at least 2 of its arguments. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
they are the first two. Hence, there are a, b P A1 and c P A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ An such
that fpca1q ‰ fpcb1q, where cxi denotes the tuple obtained from c by setting its i-th
component to x.

Note that if fpca1q ‰ fpcb1q, then the same holds for all d P A1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAn. Indeed,
suppose to the contrary that there is d P A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn such that fpda1q “ fpdb1q.
Then, from the fact that f is median-preserving, it would follow that fpca1q “ fpcb1q
(a contradiction) since

mpfpda1q, fpc
a
1q, fpc

b
1qq “ mpfpdb1q, fpc

a
1q, fpc

b
1qq ô

fpmpda1 , c
a
1 , c

b
1qq “ fpmpdb1, c

a
1 , c

b
1qq ô

fpca1q “ fpcb1q.

Hence, we must have fpda1q ‰ fpdb1q.
Similarly, if the second argument of f is essential, then are a1, b1 P A2 and

c1 P A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn such that fpc1a
1

2 q ‰ fpc1b
1

2 q. Once again, we have in fact that
fpd1a

1

2 q ‰ fpd1b
1

2 q, for all d1 P A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ An. Hence, we have that fpcx,y1,2 q for
px, yq P ta, bu ˆ ta1, b1u, are pairwise distinct. By picking p of the form fpcx,y1,2 q, it
then follows that the four points fpcx,y1,2 q P B form a square as in Figure 4. This
contradicts the fact that B is a tree. �

By Theorem 4.1 to describe median-homomorphisms of the form

f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B

in the case when A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An are median algebras and B is a tree, it suffices to
describe median homomorphisms f : AÑ B for a median algebra A and a tree B.
Such descriptions follow from Theorem 2.2.

In the case when both A and B are trees, Theorem 2.2 together with Corollary
2.3 and Theorem 3.2, imply the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that the median algebras A and B are trees, and con-
sider a mapping f : AÑ B. Then the following assertions are equivalent.

piq f is a median-homomorphism.
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‚

p “ fpcb,b
1

1,2 q

‚fpca,b
1

1,2 q

‚
fpca,a

1

1,2 q

‚fpcb,a
1

1,2 q

Figure 1. A square as in proof of Theorem 4.1.

piiq For all a, b P A, the induced mapping f : xra, bs,ďay Ñ xrfpaq, fpbqs,ďfpaqy

is an isotone function between chains.

In the case when A is a tree and B is an arbitrary median algebra, Theorem 2.2
can be strengthened by an additional and equivalent assertion, namely, the exis-
tential variant of its assertion piiq.

Theorem 4.3. Let A be a tree and B an arbitrary median algebra. Then the
equivalent assertions in Theorem 2.2 are also equivalent to
pii1q There is a p P A such that f : xA,^py Ñ xB,^fppqy is a semilattice-

homomorphism.

Proof. Obviously, piiq ùñ pii1q. So to show that pii1q ùñ piq, suppose that
xA,^py is a tree and that

f : xA,^py Ñ xB,^fppqy

is a semilattice-homomorphism. In particular, for every a, b, c P A, we have that

mpa, b, cq P ta^p b, b^p c, c^p au,

and that f : xA,ďpy Ñ xB,ďfppqy is an order-homomorphism.
Without loss of generality, assume that mpa, b, cq “ a^p b. Hence,

a^p b “mpa, b, cq “ pa^p bq _p pb^p cq _p pc^p aq ěp b^p c, c^p a,

and, from the assumption that f is a semilattice-homomorphism,

fpmpa, b, cqq “ fpa^p bq “ fpaq ^fppq fpbq ěfppq fpbq ^fppq fpcq, fpcq ^fppq fpaq.

Therefore,

m pfpaq, fpbq, fpcqq

“ pfpaq ^fppq fpbqq _fppq pfpbq ^fppq fpcqq _fppq pfpcq ^fppq fpaqq

“ fpaq ^fppq fpbq “ fpmpa, b, cqq

and the proof of pii1q ùñ piq, and thus of the theorem, is now complete. �

Remark 4.4. Note that the existential variant of piiiq in Theorem 2.2 is not equiv-
alent to piq even in the case when A is a tree. To see this, consider the function on
A1 (see Figure 2(a)) that maps a, b to a, and leaves c and d fixed. Then it is an
order-homomorphism for p “ a, but it is not a median-homorphism.

Remark 4.5. Note also that Theorem 4.3 does not necessarily hold in the case
when A is not a tree, even if B is conservative. For instance, let A be the median
algebra given in Figure 2(b) and B the 4-element chain 1, 2, 3, 4, and consider
the mapping that sends d, d1 to 4, b, c to 2, and a to 1. Then, for all p P A,
f : xA,^py Ñ xB,^fppqy is an order-homomorphism, but it is not a semilattice-
homorphism for p “ a (although it is a semilattice-homorphism for p “ d1).
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‚
a

‚b

‚c ‚d

(a) A1

‚d1

‚
a

‚b ‚c

‚d

(b) A2

Figure 2. Examples of ^-semilattices.

Problem. Given an arbitrary median algebra B, describe those median algebras
A for which Theorem 4.3 holds.

Another natural question is to determine whether Theorem 4.1 still holds for a
given median algebraB. More precisely: Given arbitrary median algebras A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An,
describe those median algebras B for which all median-homomorphisms f : A1 ˆ

¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B are essentially unary.
To answer this question, consider the following example. Suppose that B is an

arbitrary median algebra thought as a ^-semilattice that is not a tree. Thus, there
are a, b P B with a nontrivial upper bound c, i.e., c ą a, b ą a ^ b. Set p “ a _ b,
q “ a^ b. Note that, together with a and b, they form a square. Now, consider the
median algebras A1 “ A2 “ t0, 1u. Then f : A1 ˆA2 Ñ B given by

fp1, 1q “ p, fp0, 1q “ a, fp1, 0q “ b, fp0, 0q “ q

is a median homomorphism that depends on both of its variables.
Now this example can be easily extended to mappings f : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B

and, as we have seen, the condition that B is a p2 : 3q-semilattice (i.e., a tree
or, equivalently, does not contain a square as an order substructure) forces such
median-preserving mappings to be essentially unary.

From these considerations, we have the following description of those median
algebras B for which all median-homomorphisms f : A1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAn Ñ B are trivial.

Corollary 4.6. All median-homomorphisms f : A1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAn Ñ B are essentially
unary if and only if B is a tree.
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